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Motivated by 12-year long experience in outdoor
activities aimed towards adolescents (Explorer’s
Club Explora) and 5-years of experience in forest
kindergarten (Forest Explorers – Cuvete (little
owls)), which are unique blend of nature
education, scout skills and introduction to scientific
method, ETSN talent point, Science and education
Centre Višnjan (SECV) teamed up with ETSN talent
centre Centre for Research and Promotion of
Giftedness at Faculty of Education University of
Ljubljana (CRSN) and organised teacher training seminar “Dijete
i priroda” (“Child and nature”).
The main goal of the seminar was to equip participants with
theoretical background alongside practical examples of activities
held in our outdoor programs. Outdoor programs have been shown
to encourage children’s and youth’s motivation and positive
attitudes towards nature, no matter of their cognitive capabilities
(both above and below average).
The seminar was held on the 5th of April 2019, attended by 97
registered participants from 7 Croatian county’s and Ljubljana
(Slovenia). Roughly 65% of attendees are employed in pre-school services (kindergartens); 25% work in elementary
schools, while the rest is employed in protected areas of nature, tourism, organizations which work with children or
are attending university programs in pre-school teaching.
Education was organized in two parts – theoretical and
practical. Theoretical part consisted of two keynote
lectures:
• “Forest Education – important starting points for
pedagogues” delivered by an associate professor of
biological education, Gregor Torkar, Faculty of Education,
University of Ljubljana
• “Nature-deficit disorder” delivered by Korado Korlević,
Science and education Centre director
In addition to keynotes, Forest Explorers Cuvete teachers,
Adela Deković and Ana Mandić presented the organization and activities of
this weekly held programme.
Practical part was held on Mirna river’s mouth, where most of SECV’s
outdoor activities take place. Participants, divided into groups, were escorted
by guides through four points of interest, where short activities were
demonstrated (Bird’s nests; Figure out tree’s age; How to melt ice fastest;
Erosion).
After activities, participants were encouraged to gather around campfire and
grill sausages. It was an opportunity to talk in a more relaxed manner about
the programs, ideas, and needs of the participants. After meal, “the bravest” participants had an opportunity to try
rock-climbing on 20 meters vertical.
Preliminary results of the evaluation questionnaire are indicating that participants were quite satisfied with the
seminar and that similar ones – practical and nature related, targeting pre-school teachers, are needed.

